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Abstract. This paper presents an experimental study of an underwater pulsed plasma discharge in pin-to-pin electrode 

configuration. Time resolved refractive index-based techniques and electrical measurements have been performed in order to 

study the pre-breakdown and breakdown phenomena in water. A single high voltage pulse with amplitude of a dozen of kV 

and duration of [0.1-1] ms is applied between two 100 µm diameter platinum tips separated by 2 mm. This novel 

experimental work reports that different cases of electrical discharge in water occurs for a unique set of experimental 

conditions such as (i) bush-like channels from the cathode that do not span the electrode gap, (ii) bush-like channels from the 

cathode leading to breakdown and (iii) filamentary structures from the anode leading to a stronger breakdown. Two 

breakdown mechanisms, anode and cathode regimes, have been clearly identified and related to the two principal schools of 

thoughts to explain discharge propagation in liquid. 

 

1. Introduction 

Attention in the electrical breakdown in liquids starts from dielectric liquid applications such as high-voltage 

transformers or switches (1-3). The study of electric discharges in water, which has higher permittivity and conductivity than 

dielectric liquids, is more recent and arises in the frame of applications such as nanomaterial synthesis (4-7) and 

environmental applications (8-12) owing to high generation of active species. Despite the increasing interest in the last years, 

the physical and chemical mechanisms involved in the initiation and the propagation of the discharge in water remain not 

well understood (13-15). The main difficulties for the comprehension of plasma-liquid processes are the nanosecond 

timescale and the multiphase type of the involved phenomena, which allows only a few numbers of appropriate diagnostics. 

Whereas the interpretation of optical emission spectroscopy results remains sensitive (16-18), time resolved refractive index-

based techniques and electrical measurements are known to be reliable and complementary diagnostics in the field of plasma-

liquid (1, 15, 19). 

The literature highlights two theories to explain breakdown in liquid: the low density region theory where a gas phase is 

precursor to the avalanche process and the direct impact ionization model in the liquid state itself which results in a charge 
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carrier multiplication (20-23). Although recent studies have demonstrated the possibility of direct electron impact ionization 

of water using very short voltage pulses (24, 25), most experimental results have evidenced that low density regions are 

necessary to make the electron multiplication possible (15, 23, 26, 27).  

Pulsed electrical discharge using mainly pin-to-plane electrodes configuration has been widely studied in mineral oil first 

(28-32). These reference works provide first features of pre-breakdown and breakdown in liquids. Gaseous channels (also 

called streamers by analogy with gas discharge) develop continuously and discharges occur within the gas phase. The 

streamers are characterized by different structures according to the polarity: negative streamers which are slow and bushy 

emanate from the point cathode and positive streamers which are filamentary and fast develop from the point anode. 

Different modes (4 cathode modes and 3 anode modes) have been identified regarding the velocity and the shape of the 

streamers (28). The shape of the streamers informs about the degree of non-equilibrium between the streamer and the 

surrounding liquid . The spherical shape of positive streamer corresponds to a quasi-equilibrium unlike the bush-like negative 

streamers (15). The transition between modes was mainly observed by changing the experimental conditions, e.g. the applied 

voltage, but two modes can also appear randomly for a given voltage (15, 33). 

In the same way, first investigations of underwater pulsed discharge have been widely performed using the pin-to-plane 

electrode configuration (15, 21, 23, 24, 34-41). As observed for dielectric liquid, the applied voltage polarity leads to very 

different discharges. Positive streamers have been more studied than negative ones because of their lower breakdown voltage 

(42). These investigations do not converge on a unique description of the discharge propagation in water because of the 

influence of numerous parameters (23). For example at low conductivity (0.05 µS/cm), two types of positive streamers in 

water have been observed by varying the applied voltage (36, 43) whereas at higher conductivity (5 µS/cm), three distinct 

forms of discharge development have been monitored for various voltages. Without claiming to be exhaustive, other 

electrodes configuration have been more rarely reported. Electrical discharge in water between plate-to-plate electrodes has 

been studied but this configuration, involving a low electric field, requires assistance such as shock wave or nitrogen bubble 

injection (44, 45). Study of pin-to-wire configuration has reported three modes (bubble, bush-like and tree-like) with different 

sizes and dynamic behaviors according to the deposited energy (25, 33). Two types of pulsed corona discharge have been 

investigated using pin-to-plate and coaxial electrodes (11, 46). Lastly, pin-to-pin discharge in liquid has been used to 

synthesize nanoparticles involving two different operation regimes, a glow discharge and an arc discharge, by changing the 

applied voltage (47, 48). Recently, several experiments of pin-to-pin discharges using bubbles in water have been reported 

(49-51). These systems present some interesting advantages as a reduction of the energy consumption and a larger contact 
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area but they involve more complex set-ups to control gas circulation and bubble sizing. It is worth noting that the addition of 

gaseous bubbles to pin-to-pin discharges involve strong modifications of the system since the electric field intensity required 

to initiate the breakdown is much lower in gas than in liquid. In these conditions, the ignition of the discharge is controlled by 

the gas phase. 

Possible physical mechanisms involved in streamer initiation and propagation in water have been deeply discussed in (23, 26, 

27) concluding that discharges in liquid require low density localized regions. The creation of these regions, i.e. the streamer 

initiation, comes from vaporization, molecular dissociation or mechanical movements. Furthermore general discussion looks 

after the polarity effect observed on asymmetric geometries such as pin-to-plane electrode configuration. Experimentally the 

comparison between positive and negative streamers shows that positive streamers are created earlier, are faster and show a 

filamentary structure whereas the negative streamers appear later, are slower and present a bushy structure. These studies 

have mostly focused on the pre-breakdown phenomena showing that the propagation modes of the discharge strongly depend 

on experimental conditions, especially the electrode configuration, the liquid composition and the applied voltage.  

The complete understanding of discharge mechanisms in liquids requires more experimental observations, in particular 

involving new experimental conditions such as the electrode geometry, the electric field or the liquid conductivity. It is worth 

noting that the literature does not report a detailed experimental study of pin-to-pin discharges in water. Furthermore previous 

studies used to work with repeated pulse regime of the discharge which involves strong modifications in the liquid such as 

bubbles formation, liquid composition, hydrodynamic effects and shock wave. As a consequence, the study of repeated 

pulses regime, even at low frequency, implies that the initial conditions of the system are different for each pulse. Lastly most 

works have carried out measurements on successive streamers using variable delay to reconstruct the time evolution of the 

discharge (24, 39, 40). This approach gives a good time resolution (ns) but involves experimental uncertainties because the 

electrical discharge structure is not perfectly reproducible from one discharge to another. As a consequence, it is necessary to 

perform time-resolved measurements on a single pulse discharge in order to maintain constant the initial conditions of the 

experiments, ensuring a higher reproducibility, and to correlate the different parameters measured on a discharge.  

This work presents the study of single pulse electrical discharges in water with pin-to-pin electrodes configuration. New 

experimental results aims at describing different discharge regimes in order to describe, understand and then master the 

process. In this paper, we report synchronized measurements on a single discharge using both time-resolved optical 

techniques (schlieren imaging and shadowgraphy) and electrical measurements which are useful complementary diagnostics 

allowing valuable investigation of both the pre-breakdown and the breakdown stages. The experimental set-up is presented; 

then the results obtained by time-resolved optical techniques are described. The following section proposes a quantitative 
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time analysis of the electrical signal. The last section presents a discussion based on comparison between the results of both 

diagnostics and helped with works on point-to-plane geometry. 

 

2. Experimental set-up 

The test cell consists of a 100-mm-long, 45-mm-wide and 50-mm-high polymethyl methacrylate block containing two fused 

silica windows (Fig.1). Both electrodes are 100 µm-diameter platinum wires encapsulated in a dielectric capillary tube, 

except for the 0.5 mm-long tip. They are placed in a horizontal pin-to-pin configuration with a gap distance of 2 mm. The 

pulse generator consists of a 1 nF capacitor charged by a 30 kV high voltage power supply (Ultravolt 30A24-P30) through a 

ballast resistor of 30 kΩ and discharged by a fast high voltage solid-state switch (Behlke HTS 301-03-GSM). Positive high 

voltages mono-pulses with rise time of about 30 ns, adjustable duration from 100 µs to 1 ms and amplitude from 6 to 14 kV 

are produced. The electrical measurements are achieved using a Tektronix high voltage probe connected to the high voltage 

electrode and a coaxial current shunt (R = 10 Ω) connected to the low potential electrode. Both signals are recorded 

simultaneously with a 1 GHz Oscilloscope (Lecroy HDO9104). The electrical connections as well as the probes are armored 

by flexible tubes and shielding boxes in order to minimize the parasitic noise (2). Regarding the optical diagnostics, a 300 W 

Xenon light source is focused by a condensing 7-lenses system on to a slit and then brought to a parallel beam by a 100 mm 

focal lens to pass through the test cell. The light is then refocused by a 250 mm lens, in the plane of a knife edge for schlieren 

measurements, while the region of interest of the test cell (interelectrode gap) is focused by a 200 mm lens on the sensor of a 

high speed camera (Phantom V1210). Videos have been recorded using two different parameter sets: an exposure time of 

0.91 µs and a widescreen resolution of 128x32 pixels which allows 571 500 frames per second; an exposure time of 0.56 µs 

with a widescreen resolution of 128x128 pixels which allows 240 600 frames per second. It is worth noting that the camera 

allows monitoring both variation of the refractive index and strong light emissions. The experiments were performed in a 

mixture of de-ionized water and sodium chloride in order to keep the conductivity constant at σ=100 µS/cm. 

Special attention was paid to maintain constant the initial conditions of the discharge, in particular the time between two 

measurements was high enough to avoid residual bubbles. Moreover hundreds of measurements have been carried out for 

each experimental condition in order to ensure the reproducibility of the observed phenomena and to provide reliable analysis 

of the results. Furthermore we specify that the monitoring of the results do not present any time evolution which could be due 

to experimental set-up modifications such as strong modifications of the electrodes. 
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FIG. 1.  Schematic diagram (top view) of experimental apparatus showing pulsed power supply, test cell, electrical probes and schlieren 
setup (same set up for shadowgraphy except the knife edge) 

 

3. Discharge description 

Density gradients of a transparent medium are made visible by optical techniques as schlieren and shadowgraphy thanks to 

small changes in the index of refraction of the fluid (52). Refraction effects initiated by pulsed discharge in liquid can be due 

to region of low density or channels filled with gas (23, 53). Refractive index techniques mainly involve qualitative analysis 

of the phenomena. In this study the use of both shadowgraphy and schlieren provides complementary results which constitute 

a reliable indicator of phase change. Moreover in order to improve the sensitivity of the techniques, a very intense light 

source is used which makes it impossible to detect possible low emission, only very strong emissions can be observed. 

Considering all experimental results of this work, three different cases of discharge have been identified and described by 

time-resolved refractive index-based techniques. The interesting features of each case are shown on Fig. 2. It is worth noting 

that different cases can be observed for a unique set of experimental conditions. A statistical analysis shows that for 9 kV 5% 

of case 1 and 95% of case 2 have been monitored and for 12 kV 90% of case 2 and 10% of case 3 have been observed. 

Cases 1 and 2 show bush-like structures that propagate from the cathode to the anode whereas case 3 depicts a filamentary 

structure that emerges from the anode. In case 1 (Fig. 2a), few microseconds after the voltage pulse, low variations of the 

refractive index are observed at both electrode tips (from 3.5 to 43.75µs). These regions, cone-shaped at the cathode and 

spherical at the anode, highlight low variations of the fluid density. Then after a time of about a hundred of microseconds, 

bush-like dark channels are forming principally at the cathode (starting @ 96.25µs). These channels, most probably filled 
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with gas resulting from the vaporization of the water  propagate slowly towards the anode but do not span the interelectrode 

gap (@ 126µs). This case is called partial electrical discharge (22). The propagation of the channels from the cathode is slow 

(v1,c ≈5 m/s), lasts during less than 100 µs and then results mainly in bubbles and convective motion of the fluid (not shown 

in Fig.2). 

In case 2 (Fig. 2b for 9kV and Fig.2c for 12kV), initial variations of the fluid density can also be observed at each electrode 

tip but the dark channels appear more rapidly at the cathode (@ 14µs on Fig 2b and @ 7µs on Fig 2c) and a dark phase is also 

present at the anode. Whereas the dark phase at the anode expands more spherically and slowly (v2,a ≈15 m/s), channels 

propagate from the cathode (to the anode) with a bushy structure and a higher velocity than in case 1 (v2≈50 m/s). Channels 

cross the interelectrode gap being either not luminescent (@ 42 µs on Fig 2b) or luminescent (@ 19.25 µs on Fig 2c) which 

leads to the breakdown phenomena. As a consequence an intense light is emitted from the dark region (@ 21 µs on Fig 2c) 

which suggests that a strong excitation occurs. Next the dark region expands in a spherical shape (v ≈10m/s) and contracts 

several times (oscillations, not shown on Fig 2). Following the breakdown phenomena, one, two or three secondary emissions 

can be observed in the dark phase (@ 126 µs on Fig.2c). As a consequence we define for each experiment the number of 

breakdowns generated by a single discharge (from 1 to 4) and the time position (rank) of the breakdown (1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th). A 

statistical analysis shows that for 9 kV 70% of discharges involve 1 breakdown and 30% of discharges involve 2 

breakdowns; for 12 kV discharges corresponding to case 2 are shared between 2, 3 and 4 breakdowns at 33%, 50% and 17% 

respectively. 

Regarding case 3 (Fig.2d), a filamentary structure initiates and propagates from the anode toward the cathode at a higher 

velocity (v3>400 m/s, only a low threshold can be measured because of the camera properties) (@ 3.5µs). Contrary to case 1 

and case 2, no dark region has been observed at the cathode before the channel spans the gap. This analysis remains sensitive 

since the characteristic time of the phenomena is close to the time resolution of the camera (1.75 µs). Light emission can be 

observed during the propagation of the channels and a very intense emission is produced when the filament spans the 

interelectrode gap (@5.25µs). Upon the breakdown phenomena, a circular shock wave is produced propagating away the gap 

(not shown in Fig.2d). Several secondary emissions systematically occur (e.g. @ 22.75µs) and the dark phase expands 

spherically (v ≈10m/s). A region of low refractive index appears in the center of the dark phase which indicates local low 

pressure due to the expansion (from 42 to 126 µs). As discussed previously, these low refractive index regions cannot be 

mistaken with low emission, this result has been confirmed by time-resolved optical emission measurements (to be 
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published). Then the dark volume decreases and implodes which results in a new shock wave formation (not shown in 

Fig.2d). 

 
 

FIG. 2.  Time resolved schlieren measurements of a pin-to-pin discharge obtained in water (σ=100µS/cm) for 9kV and 12 kV - the voltage 
pulse duration equals 1 ms and the camera resolutions are 128x32 pixels and ∆t=1.75 µs. 

 
 
 

4. Electrical signals 

In Fig. 3 typical traces of the time evolution of the voltage and the current monitored for the three cases are shown for a pulse 

duration of 500 µs. Following the pulse (rise time of about 30 ns), the voltage decreases slowly when the current increases up 

to 100 mA during first microseconds. The very beginning of the discharge (<15 µs) is similar for all cases. 

Then for case 1 the signals show three consecutive sequences (Fig.3a): (1) low variations of the electrical signals, the voltage 

continues decreasing close to an exponential and the current is about one hundred of milliamps before decreasing slowly; 

(2) after about 100 µs, voltage signal shows a slope change and a transient current showing rapid alternative positive and 
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negative values overlaps the slowly varying current; (3) finally both the voltage and the current signals decrease slowly. The 

global shape of the electrical signals is very similar to the characteristic voltage and current traces of RLC circuit with an 

overdamped response. As a consequence we defined the slowly varying current as RLC current and the alternative current as 

a transient current. 

Regarding case 2, from about 15 µs the voltage signal decays faster (than case 1) and the current waveform shows a high 

transient current (Fig.3). Then the capacitor bank is discharged suddenly by the breakdown phenomena characterized by a 

voltage drop of few kV and simultaneously a peak current of more than 20 amps. Next, large pulse duration allows the 

capacitor to charge again and the voltage increases slowly with a RC time constant equal to τ=30µs. Afterwards either (i) the 

voltage signal decays with the current close to zero (Fig. 3a) or (ii) one or more additional breakdown phenomena occur (2 

additional breakdowns are shown on Fig. 3b). It is to notice that no transient current has been recorded before secondary peak 

currents. Fig.4 presents a magnification of the current trace of CASE 2 from Fig.3b where RLC current, transient current and 

breakdown current peaks are clearly identified. 

For case 3 the breakdown phenomena happens faster than for case 2 and no transient current but only the RLC current 

appears during the pre-breakdown (see insert in Fig. 3b). After the first capacitor discharge, several successive breakdown 

phenomena occur (5 additional breakdowns are shown on Fig. 3b) in a similar way of case 2. 

It is noted that, for cases 2 and 3, the breakdown voltage drops to a value around 1 kV for the first breakdown and 100 V for 

secondary breakdowns because of the resistance of the channels that is estimated at about 100 ±50 Ω from the electrical 

traces for every breakdown. 
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FIG. 3.  Voltage and current signals of a pin-to-pin discharge in water (σ=100µS/cm) monitored for applied voltages of (a) 9kV and 
(b) 12kV. The inserts corresponds to zoom of the signals. 
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FIG. 4.  Magnification of the current signal of the CASE 2 typical trace presented on Fig.3(b) 

 

From these first analyses, two particular regions of interest have been identified as the pre-breakdown and the breakdown. 

The charge transferred to the liquid can be estimated by either the voltage drop at the measurement capacitor C=10 nF 

(� = �.Δ�) or by the integration of the current peak on the region of interest (� = � �. �	). We have estimated the charges 

involved during the pre-breakdown and the breakdown using these two definitions and the results show very good agreement 

within 10% of discrepancy between the two methods. The average values of charges are summarized in Tab.1. We have 

noticed that the charge transferred during the pre-breakdown is mainly due to the RLC current, the contribution of the 

transient current is negligible. Tab.1 shows that the distribution of the initial amount of the charge into pre-breakdown and 

breakdown depends on the case. For case 3 5% of the initial charge is transferred during the pre-breakdown whereas pre-

breakdown of case 2 involves at least 30%. Furthermore for case 2 we observe a correlation between the number of 

breakdowns and the charge distribution. When less charge is transferred during the pre-breakdown, a higher amount of 

charge is involved in the breakdown which induces a higher excitation/ionization of the species and then favors more 

additional breakdowns. The total charge transferred to the liquid during the first breakdown is equal to the addition of the 

pre-breakdown and breakdown charges (values in bold in Tab.1). We observed that, whatever the experiment, the total charge 

does not equal the initial charge, the difference being about 1 µC. This result is in agreement with the observations on voltage 

traces regarding the minimum value of about 1kV reached following the first breakdown. 
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The charges transferred during secondary breakdowns are also reported in Tab.1. We note that neither the case nor the 

number of breakdowns have an influence on the charge since second breakdowns involve about 2 µC and the other ones 

about 1µC. 

Tab.1 Mean values of charge (in µC) transferred during the pre-breakdown (Pre-Bk) and the breakdown (Bk) according to the applied 
voltage (9 & 12 kV), the case and the number of breakdowns. First breakdown charges are written in bold 

 

5. Comments of the results 

The comparison of time resolved optical imaging and electric measurements allows a detailed description of the initiation and 

the propagation of the discharge in water. Both diagnostics have identified three cases for pin-to-pin electrical discharge in 

water. Among them, we can highlight 2 different regimes which are very similar to results observed for discharges in 

dielectric liquids using a point-to-plane geometry (54). But these two regimes have been distinguished despite the fact that all 

the parameters are kept constant whereas previous studies have shown that the breakdown scenario in liquid is driven by the 

experimental conditions as the applied voltage, the polarity or the pulse duration. In particular for pin-to-plane geometry, the 

polarity has a strong influence on initiation mechanisms and propagation of streamers (23, 26, 27, 55). The present case 1 and 

case 2 show common features with the point-to-plane cathode regime in which the heating by Joule effect leads to the liquid 

vaporization forming bush-like channels at the cathode and to the apparition of a transient current. Case 3 of this work shares 

peculiarities with the point-to-plane anode regime in which the channels propagate faster and from the anode, neither 

vaporization nor transient current has been observed during the pre-breakdown but a continuous current. The effect of the 

polarity is explained because of the difference in mobilities between electrons and ions (23, 26, 27). The initiation 

mechanisms at the electrodes tip involve different charge transport: the initiation of positive streamers is related to field 

assisted ionic dissociation and involves ionic transport whereas the initiation of negative streamers by Fowler-Nordheim 

electron emission involves electron transport. It has been pointed out that positive streamers are thin because of low mobility 

of ions whereas negative streamers are bushier because of the higher diffusion and mobility of the electrons. This charge 
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dilution effect has also a consequence on the delay time of streamers since more time is necessary for negative streamer to 

appear. Furthermore the negative streamer propagation which depends on electrons drift is slower than the positive streamers 

propagation since in the latter case the low ion mobility involves a local field enhancement at the streamer head which 

exponentially enhances the rate of field ionization. Finally, the luminosity of positive streamers is higher because the 

probability of radiative recombination is higher for mechanisms involving electrons flowing back in the filament where ions 

density is important than for electrons produced by negative streamers and recombining with ions in the bulk. 

By analogy the two regimes described in this work are called cathode regime, including case 1 and case 2, and anode regime 

for case 3, even if the polarity has not been changed. 

Pre-breakdown phase 

Regarding the cathode regime, two characteristic times of the pre-breakdown have been defined. On the one hand the delay 

time is defined as the time needed for the appearance of the dark phase on the refractive index imaging (illustrated in Fig.2b) 

as well as the time corresponding to the beginning of the transient current on the electrical signal (sequence 1 in Fig.3). On 

the other hand the duration corresponds to the duration of the transient current (TC duration) measured on the electrical trace 

(sequence 2 in Fig.3) and the duration of the dark phase expansion estimated from imaging (illustrated in Fig. 2b). Average 

values have been estimated from dozen of experiments carried out in same experimental conditions. The mean delay time and 

the mean duration are reported on Fig. 5. The error bars are used to represent the dispersion of the results obtained in same 

conditions since the uncertainties defined by the sensitivity of the detectors are lower. 

The agreement between the measurements obtained with both diagnostics is very good. We observe that the transient current 

appears with the dark phase and exists as long as this phase is produced at the cathode. This correlation suggests that, as in 

pin-to-point configuration, the RLC current involves the formation of a gas phase (dark phase) where charged species are 

produced. The delay time of vaporization depends on the case since the time needed for the gas phase to appear in case 1 is 

about 100 µs whereas it is close to 10 µs in case 2. Then for case 1 the mean delay time is about ten times higher than in 

case 2. In term of energy, defined as the current-voltage product integrated over the time, we also obtain this factor of ten, 

with an energy deposited over the delay time equal to about 30 mJ in case 1 and 3 mJ in case 2, since measurements of the 

RLC current show same results for both cases. Thus, although the initiation and the propagation mechanisms observed by 

imaging look similar, we report a high variation of the deposited energy measured at the very beginning of the vaporization. 

As a consequence the formation of the gas phase cannot be explained by the only Joule effect if we consider that initial 

conditions are identical between case 1 and case 2. Either other additional processes are involved in the initiation of the 
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vaporization (as Fowler-Nordheim electron emission) or the initial micro-properties of the fluid are more different than 

expected (as micro-bubbles presence) (26). 

Moreover we report on Fig. 5 that for case 1 the transient current duration is about 65 µs whereas it ranges between 10 and 

35 µs for case 2. It means that the channels propagation is faster for case 2 than for case 1. 

The comparison between case 1 (no breakdown) and case 2 (breakdown) aims to identify the conditions allowing the 

breakdown. For case 1 when the vaporization occurs, the voltage has significantly decreased and the electric field is not high 

enough to sustain the discharge, the channel propagation is slow and no breakdown occurs. The initiation of the gas phase 

plays an important role on the time evolution of the discharge. For the cathode regime the voltage required to initiate the 

streamer is lower than the voltage required for its propagation to breakdown: the propagation mechanisms control the 

breakdown. On the contrary, for the anode regime every streamer leads to breakdown so the initiation mechanisms control 

the first breakdown (15, 29). 

"Moreover, the anode regime (case 3) does not show any transient current or dark phase at the cathode during the pre-

breakdown. This concordance demonstrates that no gaseous phase has been formed at the cathode during the pre-breakdown 

of case(3). Furthermore it is to notice that no transient current has been monitored before secondary breakdowns of case 2 

and case 3. These breakdowns occur in a gas phase that already exists which suggests that the transient current is not 

characteristic of the gas ionization but of the liquid vaporization process at the cathode.  

The RLC current of case 3 is very similar to the measurements of the cathode regime but on a shorter period which leads to a 

lower pre-breakdown charge (Tab.1). Following the first breakdown, up to 3 additional breakdowns could occur for cathode 

regime whereas several additional breakdowns systematically occur for anode regime. The anode regime is more efficient to 

transfer charges during the breakdown process which results in higher gas excitation and then easier gas re-excitation.  
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Fig 5 Delay time and duration of transient current and gas phase formation measured using the current traces (filled symbols) and time-
resolved refractive index-based techniques (open symbols) - the symbols represent the mean value recorded for same experimental 
conditions and the bars indicates the dispersion of the measurements. The symbol shape informs about the total number of breakdowns 
occurring during the discharge. 

 

Breakdown process 

As explained previously, only experiments of case 2 (cathode regime) and case 3 (anode regime) are involved in this section. 

When the gas channels span the interelectrode gap, a high current peak is recorded. The current corresponds to high electron 

flux in the gas channel that causes the high excitation of the molecules which results in a strong emission. The pre-

breakdown duration is defined as the time for the channels to span the gap. On imaging measurements, this time corresponds 

to the connection of the gas phases arisen from the electrodes and/or the emission of visible light. On electrical measurements 

this time corresponds to the voltage drop (or current peak). We point out that the pre-breakdown duration of case 2 

corresponds to the sum of the delay time and the duration of the transient current (shown in Fig. 4).  

After the first breakdown, the gas phase between the electrodes expands due to pressure effect and the capacitor loads again 

because of the large pulse duration. Then both the decrease of the pressure of the gas phase and the increase of the voltage 

can lead to secondary breakdowns (as predicted by the Paschen curve approach for homogeneous electric field). These 

phenomena result in new current peaks and light emissions. Therefore by extension, pre-breakdown duration can also be 

estimated for these secondary breakdowns considering the time of each secondary emissions to occur (when observed) and 

the corresponding time of voltage drop (or current peak). Measurements of pre-breakdown duration have been performed for 

case 2 and case 3 using the two methods and the results are shown in Fig 6a. The agreement is very good between electrical 

and imaging measurements confirming that the light emission, the voltage breakdown and the current peak occur 

simultaneously. For case 2 the experiments have been distinguished according to the number of breakdowns during the 

discharge (from 1 to 4) whereas results of case 3 do not present such a degree of details. 

The results of case 2 show that the number of breakdowns increases when the pre-breakdown duration of the first breakdown 

decreases. That is consistent with the discussion about the effect of the transferred charge (Tab.1). It is interesting to notice 

that the pre-breakdown duration of secondary breakdowns also decreases when the number of breakdowns increases. 

Moreover first pre-breakdown duration of case 3 (≈ 5 µs) is lower than those of case 2 (>10µs) which means that the 

initiation and/or propagation mechanisms involved in anode regime are faster than in cathode regime. As a consequence, high 

propagation velocity of the channels involves a shorter total duration of the RLC current, so a lower pre-breakdown charge. 
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Therefore as already mentioned, higher charge is transferred during the breakdown which leads to a higher excitation of the 

medium and then more and faster secondary breakdowns. 
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Fig 6 (a) Pre-breakdown duration according to number of breakdowns and case, measured at U=12kV using the electrical traces (filled 
symbols) and time-resolved refractive index-based techniques (open symbols) - the symbols represent the mean value recorded for same 
experimental conditions and the bars indicates the dispersion of the measurements (b) Breakdown voltage according to current peak 
measured at U=9kV (small symbols) and U=12kV (large symbols). 

 

The equivalent electrical circuit of a liquid used to be defined as a resistance in parallel with a capacitor, the inductance is not 

considered. The Maxwell relaxation time (τ=ε/σ) allows to identify the resistive or capacitive behavior of the liquid. The 

water conductivity (100 µS/cm) involves a relaxation time of 70 ns that is less than the propagation time (several µs) which 

indicates a resistive behavior of the liquid during the discharge (15, 38). As a consequence the breakdown current-voltage (I-

V) characteristic represents an interesting tool to highlight the discharge regimes. Fig 6(b) shows the breakdown voltage in 

relation with the peak current for two applied voltages (9 and 12 kV). The measurements can be divided into three groups:  

(a) First breakdowns of case 3 are lined up along a horizontal line satisfying the equation U=Ea, where Ea equals about 10 kV. 

In this configuration, the voltage remains constant (≈10kV) and the current values are high, ranging in [35-55] A. 

(b) First breakdowns of case 2 show high voltage (4-9 kV) and high current (20-45 A). These measurements are lined up 

along a straight line not passing through the origin. The experiments satisfy the equation U=Rb.i + Eb with Rb≈150 Ω and Eb a 

threshold voltage equals to 1.3 kV. The number of breakdowns seems to have an influence for 9 kV but not for 12 kV. 

(c) Secondary breakdowns of cases 2 and 3 (unfilled symbols) are defined by lower values of voltage (<3kV) and current 

(<20A). The electric signal measurements corresponding to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th breakdowns are lined up along a straight line 

parallel to the previous one but passing through the origin. The experiments satisfy the equation U=Rc.i with Rc ≈150 Ω. The 

number of breakdowns does not have a significant influence on the current-voltage function. However the rank of the 
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breakdown has an influence since the couple current-voltage decreases when the rank increases. These results are consistent 

with the value of the charge presented in Tab.1. 

On the one hand, these results suggest that mechanisms responsible for secondary breakdowns are similar whatever the 

regime. The secondary breakdowns result from electrons flow in the gas phase that has been previously formed by the 1st 

breakdown. The resistance Rc (150 Ω) is then a characteristic of the electrical properties of the gas phase. It means that the 1st 

breakdown of the two regimes leads to the creation of a gas phase with comparable properties (composition, pressure, 

temperature). The charge of the capacitor is also similar so the mechanisms associated to secondary streamers propagation 

are the same. 

On the other hand, the breakdown current-voltage (I/V) characteristic suggests different mechanisms responsible for the first 

breakdown according to the regime. The slope of the (I/V) characteristic for first breakdowns of case 2 is the same that those 

of secondary breakdowns (Rb=Rc≈150Ω). We can conclude that the current peak of case 2 is due to charges transfer in a gas 

phase. This result confirms the formation of a gas phase prior to the first breakdown in the frame of cathode regime. 

However, the intercept of the line is different. Contrary to secondary breakdowns, the (I/V) characteristic of first breakdowns 

shows a threshold voltage (1.3 kV). This value can be related to the vaporization necessary for the first breakdown, and so it 

is characteristic to the liquid properties. 

The slope of the (I/V) characteristic for first breakdowns of case 3 is different to the previous one. Then we cannot conclude 

about any vaporization process related to the anode regime. The results show that a threshold voltage of about 10 kV is 

required to initiate the first breakdown. It confirms that for the anode regime every streamer leads to breakdown so the 

initiation controls the first breakdown. Whereas we observed a variation in the current peak value (from 35 to 55 A), the 

charge is constant (≈9µF). It involves variations in current propagation that can be due to inhomogeneity in the liquid phase. 

Results presented in Fig.6 confirm that initiation and propagation mechanisms of cathode and anode regime involve very 

different processes. The cathode regime requires the formation of a gas phase before the propagation of the streamers 

whereas no presence of vaporization at the cathode has been evidenced for the anode regime. 

 

Conclusion 

Number of studies have looked after pre-breakdown and breakdown phenomena in water but most of them have dealt 

with pin-to-plane configuration or with bubble assistance. These studies have highlighted different regimes of discharge 
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propagation that are strongly related to the experimental conditions (e.g. polarity). Due to this strong correlation, a study of  a 

new configuration, as proposed in this paper (pin-to-pin discharge without bubble), is of great interest. The comparison of the 

results obtained with different configurations is very helpful to make progress on the understanding of processes. This work 

has provided new experimental insights into plasma-liquid physics by reporting the study of pin-to-pin underwater discharges 

by the confrontation of optical diagnostics and electrical measurements. Time resolved measurements have been carried out 

on a single discharge thanks to high speed detector. This approach is especially important when considering the results of this 

work which show that different types of discharges can exist for same experimental conditions. This original paper has 

shown that despite unique set of experimental conditions, the pin-to-pin discharge in water propagates according to three 

cases and two different regimes: cathode regime (with and without breakdown) and anode regime. Both pre-breakdown and 

breakdown phenomena have been studied.   

Concerning the pre-breakdown, the results have confirmed that the instantaneous power is the same for the three cases 

but the energy and the charge change. The pre-breakdown RLC current is about 100 mA for all the cases and is monitored 

before the gas phase apparition. As a consequence we can state that this current is a characteristic of the charge transfer in the 

liquid phase. The characteristic times evolution is very different for the 2 regimes highlighting different initiation 

mechanisms. The cathode and anode regimes show high similarities with negative and positive discharges obtained by a pin-

to-plane configuration. But unlike positive streamers which show a lower breakdown voltage than negative streamer, the 

anode regime involves higher breakdown voltage than the cathode regime. For cathode regime, the formation of low density 

regions in the liquid due to Joule effect, resulting in transient current play an important role in the breakdown process. On the 

contrary, the anode regime, which does not show either transient signal or gas phase at the cathode, is related to field assisted 

ionic dissociation. Regarding the cathode regime, the time analysis of the transient current highlights that a faster 

vaporization favors the breakdown, and the propagation mechanisms control the breakdown.  

In case of breakdown, secondary breakdowns phenomena can be observed due to long pulse duration, up to 3 additional 

breakdowns could occur for cathode regime whereas several additional breakdowns systematically occur for anode regime. 

For cathode regime, we have shown a correlation between the charge and the number of breakdowns. When less charge is 

transferred during the pre-breakdown, a higher amount of charge is involved in the breakdown which induces a higher 

excitation/ionization of the species and then favors more additional breakdowns. The breakdown voltage and the current 

peak, represented on the (I/V) characteristic, provide very interesting insights for the discharge regime study. The results 

confirm the theory that for cathode regime low density region is necessary for the electron propagation contrary to the anode 

regime. 
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Although the present analysis of the pre-breakdown phenomena is limited by the time resolution of the devices, this 

paper provides strong evidence of two regimes of discharge for underwater pin-to-pin discharge. It has been established that 

different types of discharges can exist for same experimental conditions. The parameters behind these differences remain 

difficult to identify so new experimental results and/or numerical modeling are necessary to further understand the involved 

mechanisms responsible for the different cases observed. 
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